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Brazil is considered the country with the largest absolute
number of individuals infected with HTLV-1/2, close to
2,500,000, and is also considered epidemic for HIV/Aids
with a prevalence rate of 0.3%-0.6%. The routes of such
retroviruses transmission could vary according to the
region, population and period of study. This study
aimed to characterize HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 that circu-
late in HIV-coinfected patients from the southern
(n=34) and southeastern (n=20) Brazil. For analysis,
sequencing of LTR, env and tax regions of HTLV-1 and
HTLV-2 and bioinformatic tools were employed, and
the results obtained analyzed according to geographic
regions and risk factors. The results obtined confirmed
HTLV-1a subtype, Transcontinental subgroup A as the
prevalent, grouping into two Latin America clusters.
The most frequent nucleotide substitution V1981I in the
env and the Brazilian molecular signature in TaxA were
detected. The HTLV-2a subtype, variant 2c (characteris-
tic of the long Tax found in Brazilian strains) was
detected in all except one isolate, as well the amino acid
change S1909P in the env region. The HTLV-2 clustered
according to geographic region and risk factors (sexual
and IDU). All sequences are in GenBank. This study con-
firmed the double entrance of HTLV-1 in Brazil, and the
presence of the Amerindian HTLV-2c in HIV-coinfected
patients. The lack, in the present study, of the prototypic
North American HTLV-2a and HTLV-2b subtypes circu-
lating worldwide suggest the introduction of HTLV-2
before HIV-1 in such vulnerable population of Brazil.
Support: MCT/CNPq # 481040/2007-2 and # 303545/
2012-7, CAPES, IAL # 33/07 and # 39/07), Brazil.
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